Cytogenetic studies of a male with sporadic intestinal lymphangiectasia: 45,X/46,XY mosaicism with pseudo- and hyperdiploid subpopulations in cultured tissues.
45,X/46,XY mosaicism was found in peripheral blood, bone marrow, and tissue cultures of an adult male with intestinal lymphangiectasia (IL). Turner phenotype was not present; his meiotic metaphase analysis was normak, and his dermatoglyphics resembled those of his family. Ten separate tissue culture lines from three biopsies of skin and thyroid gland contained 45,X cells (14.8 to 78.3%). Autosomal aneuploidy, resulting in pseudo- or hyperdiploidy, was also present in 4.3 to 41.6% of the cells. A hyperdiploid clone with a 47,X,+10,+18 karyotype was found in 22.6% of cells in one line. A second hyperdiploid clone with a 48,X,+2,+18,+18 karyotype occurred in 7.6% of cells from another line containing a total of 41.6% pseudo- and hyperdiploid cells. Such clonal abnormalities were not typical of tissue cultures from other patients done in our laboratory. Growth of our patient's tissue cultures was subnormal, and none proliferated beyond the fourth subculture. The significance of this observation remains to be determined. Our results do not allow us to conclude whether our patient's mosaicism of somatic tissues arose during embryogenesis, or whether it originated post-natally. The secondary immunodeficiency which occurs in IL may explain persistence of cells with unusual combinations of autosomal aneuploidy in our patient's tissues.